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Adventure into the unknown,

experience the unfamiliar.

Reach beyond the comfort zone,

delve into discovery.

Unlock the excitement and joy of travel.

Venture forth. Discovery awaits!

See these items, and the very best of what’s new in travel goods,  

at The Travel Goods Show.



Fresh-brewed, to go! The 
original AeroPress is beloved 
by coffee die-hards the world 
over. And the new AeroPress 
Go lets you brew up your own 
java anywhere in the world. 
It’s big on flavor, small enough 
for every type of travel. 
MSRP: $39.99. Booth P13. 
aeropress.com



Sport + Utility. The Carry-on  
Upright Duffle from Briggs & Riley 
cloaks business-class features with 
SUV styling. Featuring a Power 
Pocket™ with USB pass-through, 
for on-the-go charging and RFID 
shielded pocket. With a flat interior 
and extra-wide compression panels 
that help with flat packing, so 
clothes arrive wrinkle free and  
you land looking your best.  
MSRP: $389. Booth 423, 529. 
briggs-riley.com



American made. Worldwide comfort. The Ultimate Memory Pillow is produced in Design Go’s own  
Tennessee factory, with an innovative compression bar structural frame that optimizes support by helping  

the pillow hold its shape. So, you arrive refreshed, and in your own best form.  
MSRP: $39.95. Booth 713. go.travel



Material for the world:  
Thermoplastic olefin is 
100% recyclable, and  
DSK Brands enjoys  
an exclusive with the 
manufacturer for em-
ploying this durable, 
lightweight, UV-resistant 
material within luggage. 
The Eminent TPO Series  
in compounded thermo-
plastic olefin is expand-
able, recyclable, and 
measures 26” x 18” x 10”.  
MSRP: $149.99.  
Booth 847. dskbrands.com



Sturdy & stylish. The eye-catching Spectra Collection by GABBIANO Luggage uses 100% polypropylene 
construction for a lightweight, durable case as sleek and smooth as its eight rubberized spinner wheels.  

The 3-piece set consists of 21”, 26” and 30” expandable pieces with TSA-accepted combo locks.  
MSRP: $810/set. Booth 823. gabbianoluggage.com



Billed as “the smarter luggage” (and last year’s Best Use of Technology winner at The Travel Goods Show), 
exclusive weigh-as-you-pack technology from GetSet Luggage lets you know what it weighs as you pack, 

without having to close and lift the case to check its heft. In 21.5” carry-on, 25” and 29” sizes.
MSRP: $699.99 (25”). Booth 347. getsetluggage.com



No corner-cutting here. Arrive in style with the Rebecca Minkoff STUD Collection from Icon Luxury Group. 
Fashion studs add embellishment that stands out anyplace, while interior accessory pockets, compression 

straps and top- and side-carry handles provide utility everywhere.  
MSRP: $325 (20”), $375 (24”), $450 (28”). Booth 633. iconluxurygroup.com



It’s a rolling tote. It’s a busi-
ness case. It’s an overnighter. 
The London Fog Oxford II 15” 
8-Wheel Under The Seat Bag 
from Leisure Merchandising 
does it all, easily maneuvering 
through crowded airports and 
threading down train and air-
craft aisles to fit beneath most 
transit seats. With an RFID-
safe front pocket, Fog Guard 
water and stain repellent, 
and 10-year limited warranty. 
MSRP: $300. Booth 653.



Unseen features like a patented, hidden laptop-size compartment on the carry-on, interior small-articles hook, 
bottom handle and padded interior lining provide welcome utility with Olympia International’s Spectrum. 

The handsome polycarbonate rollers glide on an octet of jumbo spinner wheels, for smooth sailing anywhere.
MSRP: $760/3-piece set. Booth 211. olympiausa.com



Bug off! The Essential Wrap with Insect Shield®  
from Pang Wangle sends an odorless “Go away!” message to mosquitoes, ticks, flies, fleas, chiggers,  
ants and midges that lasts for 70+ washes. Made in the USA fabric is woven from recycled cotton and 

eucalyptus-sourced Tencel® fiber, and is moisture wicking, breathable, hypoallergenic and biodegradable, 
safe for infants, pregnant or nursing moms, even pets. MSRP: $58. Booth P9. pangwangle.com



Six PET bottles were saved from landfill, in the making of Solo New York’s Re:claim Backpack. The heather 
gray pack accommodates laptops up to 15.6”, with two top loops that can hold a jacket or umbrella for quick 

access, and a back strap that lies over luggage handles. MSRP: $64.99. Booth 437. solo-ny.com



City-functionality and  
uncompromising style meet 
in the Re:treat Carry On from 
Solo New York, in grey  
fiber spun from recycled  
PET bottles. With black  
camo lining material, interior 
organizer, and a friendly  
format that makes green 
choices accessible to the 
masses. MSRP: $129.99. 
Booth 437. solo-ny.com



Reduce anxiety and stress – snuggle yourself comfortable with the Weighted Travel Throw by  
Sutton Home Fashions. Enjoy more restful slumber and well-being with this faux velvet comforter that 

stimulates serotonin release and reduces levels of cortisol, a stress hormone.  
MSRP: $39.99. Booth 531. suttonhomefashions.com



Give yourself a hand with The Head Hammock, which lets you prop your head up anyplace  
you can rest your elbows: tray table, desk, even your lap. It’s a compact, lightweight sling that  

fits over your hands and supports your head for sleep, or more restful viewing of personal devices.  
MSRP: $24.99. Booth P35. head-hammock.com



Minimize jet lag – synchronize your circadian rhythm with TrueDark Twilight Glasses. The UV, glare- and 
scratch-resistant lenses block 98% of blue light and all wavelengths of sleep-disrupting junk light, to help 

you fall asleep faster. Enjoy improved daytime focus, and a more restful night’s sleep.  
MSRP: $89. Booth P20. truedark.com



Kick the plastic bag habit with YaYbag JUMBO, the stylish, durable alternative to throwaway shopping bags. 
These compact, machine washable totes unfurl to measure 20” x 28”, and hold up to 55 lbs, with wide loop 

handles for comfortable over-the-shoulder carry. YaY Novelty donates 20% of proceeds to help  
Cambodian genocide survivors. MSRP: $11.99. Booth 1021. yaynovelty.com



The Travel Goods Product Guide is published by the  
Travel Goods Association. travel-goods.org

For more information on the travel goods industry or to learn how your products  
can be featured in this and other TGA publications, please contact  

Kimberly Field at 877-842-1938, x-701; field@travel-goods.org.
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